
A chance to renew
Well, it's the dawn of another year, and if you're like most people, you've
probably thought of a few goals for the coming year.

You can also probably think of a few goals you had for last year which, although
they were set in January with great hope of success, somehow went by the
wayside by the time February rolled around.

It's human nature, perhaps, to dream great dreams. The problem surfaces when
those dreams merely remain dreams -- when they die before they ever are
turned into reality.

Why is it that so many dreams are cast by the wayside? Why is it so many
chances to excel remain unseized, undeveloped?

It's largely a matter of follow through.

Many great novels are planned, but never written. Many revolutions die within the
walls where they are created. Many inventions are never created, never
patented, and never have the effect they may have had, only because the
inventor never tried to bring them to market.

Many great ideas lie on the scrapheap of history, left undeveloped, purely
because of follow through.

Follow through -- that ability of a person to turn a dream into a reality -- is the key
to making your goals for 2004 become more than mere wishes.

Fortunately, follow through is a skill that can be learned. It consists of
remembering the basics. As we start on a mile's journey, we put one foot in front
of the other, pointing towards our goal. As long as we continue to make that step
at a time, we will reach our destination.

Follow through is just the same way. It's a matter of determining a destination,
taking that first step toward the destination, and then continuing to move one step
at a time, until the destination is reached.

Do you have goals for 2004? Of course you do! Will you reach them? With solid,
definite plans, a map to your destination, and working one step at a time,
reaching your goals is not only a possibility, it's a definite surety.
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This upcoming year can be a great one -- if you let it become so. It can be a
burying ground for your wishes, or a garden where your dreams can grow.

All it takes is a little follow through.
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